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The Alabaster Collection
Coming Fall 2012

Model ACV73-CA1 shown

Premium Craftsmanship 
Handcrafted AV cabinet comprised of high-quality 
hardwoods and wood veneers in a luxurious 
caramel brown or charcoal finish  

Built-in Ventilation
Vented shelves promote proper  airflow to keep 
AV components cool for optimal  performance

Easy Access to Components 
Tool-free removable back panel provides easy 
access to the back of components 

Integrated Cable Management 
Innovative cable management allows cables  
to pass discreetly through cabinet and remain 
hidden from view

Hidden Casters  
Concealed casters within feet stay hidden yet 
offer easy mobility to access rear of furniture

Pull-Out Shelf 
Pull-out bottom shelf simplifies installation of 
heavy components or provides easy access to  
a turntable (or space for a small subwoofer)

Slow-Close Door Hardware
Premium, slow-close hardware ensures doors 
close soft and smoothly  

Built-in Power Strip  
Included six-outlet power strip saves space 
and provides a neat appearance

Generous Storage Space 
Adjustable shelves and deep storage   
drawers provide extra room for components  
and  accessories

Wood and Speaker Cloth Panels
Optional wood and speaker cloth panels 
enclose AV equipment or center channel for a 
refined appearance

Dedicated Turntable Storage (ACA42 only)
Hinged top shelf easily lifts up for access to 
dedicated turntable storage shelf

Rack Rail Compatible 
Compatible with the optional rack rail 
accessory kit allowing for AV components to 
mount directly to furniture
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Exclusive Collection Features

The Alabaster Collection integrates several unique features designed to enhance the AV experience



A Premium Offering from SANUS

Featuring versatile design and premium  
craftsmanship, the new SANUS Alabaster  
Collection combines style and technology  
into three new elegant audio video furniture 
offerings. Completely pre-assembled and  
available in a 53" and 73" media console and 
also a 42" AV cabinet, each piece is handcrafted, 
boasting high-quality hardwood construction  
in a luxurious caramel or charcoal finish.   

Caramel

Model ACV73-CC1 shown
Charcoal

The Alabaster 73" AV Media Console
Recommended for use with TVs up to 80"

MODEL ACV73
Designed for use with today’s largest flat-panel technology, 
the 73" media console is compatible with TVs up to 80" 
wide. Featuring adjustable internal shelves and two deep 
 storage drawers, this piece provides a stylish, sleek  solution 
for storing a wide variety of AV gear.

73" w x 23" d x 22.75" h

The Alabaster 53" AV Media Console
Recommended for use with TVs up to 60"

MODEL ACV53
Constructed of premium hardwood, the 53" media 
console supports TVs up to 60" wide. This piece 
features a unique design providing a fully enclosed 
appearance, while built-in ventilation keeps your 
components cool and running efficiently.

53" w x 23" d x 22.75" h

The Alabaster 42" AV Cabinet
Recommended for AV component storage

MODEL ACA42
Featuring four internal shelves, integrated 
cable management and built-in ventilation with 
convection cooling, this versatile, stylish piece 
keeps your audio gear both organized and cool  
for optimal performance.

23.6" w x 24" d x 42.5" h


